Activity Report of Vietnam

1. National Standard on Vietnamese scripts

The Vietnam Institute of Standards and Quality has published a national standards on Vietnamese scripts based on a proposal from the Vietnamese Nom Preservation Foundation:

- TCVN 8271-1:2009  Vietnamese Coded Characters Sets – Part 1: General

In 2010, the Viet Nam Institute of Standards and Quality will publish the rest scripts:
- Vietnamese Coded Characters Sets - Part 3: Quoc ngu script
- Vietnamese Coded Characters Sets - Part 4: TaiViet script
- Vietnamese Coded Characters Sets - Part 5: Cham script
- Vietnamese Coded Characters Sets - Part 3: Khmer script
2. CJK_B multi-column code charts review

Vietnam's IRG members reviewed the Part 1: U+20000–U+229B5, 10,678 characters in CJK_B multi-column code charts and sent a detailed report to IRG Chief Editor.

At the same time, Vietnam has also sent feedbacks on the IRGN1707 documents.
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